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Abstract 

The acceleration section is a crucial component of any 
radio-frequency quadru pole (RFQ). It is common a practice to 
design this section with a constant modulation factor equal to 
its value at the end of the gpntle buncher. A new method of 
design is proposed in this paper. The algorithm is based on 
the fact that the transverse space-charge current limit (TCL) is 
approximately proportionaJ to the instantaneous velocity of the 
accelerated particle and the longitudinal space-charge current 
limit (LCL) is nearly independent of the velocity in the accel
eration spction. The modulation factor is increased such that 
the TCL is slightly larger than tlw double of the design current. 
Simulation using this mdhod shows that transrrlission efficiency 
and emittances are the same as the conventional design. The 
advantage gained is a 50-75 % increase in accelerating rate. The 
optimization of the length of this section is also discussed. 

Introduction 

The radio frequpncy quadrupol ... (RFQ) design recipes l in
clude four longitudinal regions: the radial matching section, the 
shaper, the gentle bundwr, and the acceleration section. In the 
radial matching section, tbe vane apertur(' is tapered out to ad
just thf' focusing str('ngth from almost zero to its full value in 
the first few cells. This allows the DC injected beam to match 
into time d"lJt"ndent i()Cusing of the HFQ. III the shaper, the 
acceleration efficiency 'A' and the synchronous phase increase 
linearly to bunch tlIP bf'am. In the g('ntlc buncher, thf' modu
lation factor 'rn' and synchronol\s phase are incrf'ascd such that 
the longitudinal small oscillation frequency at zpro current and 
the spatial length of th" sf'paratrix remain constant, and the 
beam is adiabaticlly bunclwd as it accelerates. Tn the accelera
tion section, modulation and the phase angle are conventionally 
kept constant. 

If the ion speci,'s, initial aud final ('nergies are given, and 
the frequency, and the bravery factor arC" specified, to design an 
HFQ OIl(" first selects the synchronous phase at md of thf' gentle 
bU!lchn. (jf'fwrally cnngy at ('nd of lhe w>ntlf' buncher is given 
as H'cB(Md/) ~ 1r,(Md')[99.S/¢s(deg)]2; with this value of 
energy the modulation factor and ayerage radius are determined 
such that the transverse and longitudinal space-charge current 
limits are equal. The common practic(' is that this value of the 
current Iirrlits is taken to 1)(' twice of the design current. After 
ddermining the synchronous phase, average radius and the mod
ulation fartor at end of the gt'ntle buncher, one follows the recipe 
givcn above to df'sign the rest of the RFQ. The transverse space
charge currf'nt limil (TeL) is approximately proportional to the 
instantaneous velocity of the accelerated particle and the longi
tudinal spaCf'-charge CUlTent Iirrlit (L(,L) is nearly independent 
uf the velocity. In the accelt"ratioll section, if tIl<' synchronous 
phase I«"pl cOllstant, thell illt' LCL remain nl'arly constant and 

TCL increases as the particle's velucity increases. In the RF~ 
the rrlinimum current limits are at end of the gentle buncher as 

shown in fig. 1. A new method to design acceleration sf'ction 
is proposed in this paper and thf' optimization of thp length of 
this section is also discussed. 

General Properties of the Acceleration Section 

The lowest order potential function for an RFQ in cylindri
cal coordinates (r, cP, z) is 

U=V/2[X(T/a)2COS2cP+AIO(kT)Coskz]sin(wt+a). (1) 

From this the following electric field components are de-
rived: 
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each multipJif'd by sin(wt + a). Thl' sf'cond term of Er is the 
normal HI" defocusillg fidd. The acceleration f'fficiency 'A' and 
the focusing efficiency 'X' are giVPII by 

A 
m2 

m2 10 (lea) +- lo(mka) ' 
(5) X = I. - Alo(ka). 

Where V is the potential difference between adjacent pole tips, Ie 
- 271" / (3)" , lu is the l110dified Bessel function, 'm' is til<' modula

tion factor and 'a' is the minimum aperture radius. The focusing 
"',rength B and the average bore radius 'ro, which are constar' 
throughout the HF'Q, pxcept for a short intial radial matching 
section, are gi V("II by 
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The transverse and longitudinal phase advance for zero cnfft'nl 
are given by 
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The second term in lTOt takps into account th .. rf ddocllsin;>, 
parameter c:'UF. 

Both transverse and longitudinal space-charge CUlTf'n!. lim 
its of the bunched bl'am are approximated by using a three
dimensional ellipsoidal model and art" given h~_2 
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8rr2 J.L!T2 bEo TI sin 1>.1 
LCL = 3Zo!(p)(3).. . 

(8) 
Where space-charge parameter, J.L, is the ratio of space

charge force to the smoothed focusing force. The subscript 't' 
and 'I' corresponds to transverse and longitudinal direction re
specti vely. In these derivations it is assumed that current limits 
occur when J.L has a value of 0.84. Here, I, is the beam current 
in amperes averaged over a rf period assuming that all the rf 
buckets are filled, Zo = 3760 is the free-space impedance, r and 
b are the transverse and longitudinal semi-axes of the ellipsoid, 
and the ellipsoid form factor f(p) is equal to r/3b. The beam 
bunch is represented by an ellipsoid, whose dimensions are aver
aged over a focusing period. The effective ellipsoid is therefore 
azimuthally symmetric about the beam axis. The bunch lengt~, 
2b, is estimated by assuming that the bunch is near LCL, ).. IS 
the wave length of the rf, and (3, I are the relativistic parameters. 
The quantities b, Eo, T, 'IjJ are given by 

rr ,8)..11>.1 
T = -- b = ---- Eo 

4' 2rr' 

[1+ (Jk)] 
l~~ ();J] 

(9) 

It should be noted that 'IjJ dol'S not depend on the beam current. 

TC L, LC L can be writ t.en as 

4/1tmc2 ,811>. 1(T~ta2 
TC L = 320 pq~l1=--r(pyf>.2' 

Note that if TO and <P .• are kept constant, then TeL is propor
tional to (3a 2 , LCL is proportional to 'a' and is independent of 
(3. 

This is the most simpl .. set-up, which does not include 
higher modes. These equations show definite disadvantage of 
the RFQ. Since all the parameters are strongly dependent on 
each other, which leads to a larger inflexibility of a chosen lay-
out. 

New Design of the Acceleration Section 

Conventionally the acceleration section is designed with a 
constant modulati~m factor [m c(2To/a)-1] equal to its value at 
end of the gentle buncher. Consequent.ly the accelerating field 
strength ((4) and (5)) drops as the 1/,8 at higher energies, thus 
limiting the use of RFQs to energies up to 2 or 2.5 MeV /amu. 
In this section the transversI' phase advano'( (Tod increases and 
longitudinal phase advance(<TO!) d{'creases because of 1/,8 depen
dance in <TO!' The current through the RFQ is limited by the 
bottleneck at the gentle bUllcher. Therefore there is no need 
for an increased TCL in the acceleration section. In the present 
method to increase the accelerating field strength, the modula
tion factor can be increased in two ways: (1) Keeping the TCL 
constant and equal to its value at end of the gentle buncher until 
Om' has reached a value of 3 and then keeping 'm' constant; (2) 
decreaseing the DTL linearly, if it is more then twice of the de
sign currnt, until om' has reached a value of 3 and then keeping 
om' constant (see fig 2.) These mdhods give a higher value of 
the (TO! and a slightly lower value of the (TOt (see table 1) in the 
comparison ''lith the conventional design practice. The advan
tage gained is a 50 - 75 % increase in the accelerating rate at the 
cost of the acceptance which is proportional to a2

• Thus RFQs 
can be designed for higher energies up to 4 or 5 MeV /amu. One 
cannot go to a higher valu!"s of the modulation factor om' be
cause of the higher order multipoles which will provide coupling 

in transverse and longitudinal directions and might blow up the 
beam. RFQCOEF3 calculation shows that high order multipoles 
are acceptable for the value of modulation factor given above. 

PARMTEQI simulation using this method (case 2) to de
sign the acceleration section for 2.5 Me V proton RFQ with an 
injection energy of 0.03 Me V, shows that the transmission effi
ciency and emittances are almost the same as the conventional 
design shown in table 1. Figure 3. shows the PARMTEQ out
put. 

Table 1: Simulation Results 

Conventional design 

Average radi us( cm) .3 
Modulation factor m 2 
(TOt (deg) 45 
<To I (deg) 15 
AcceptancE'( rr cm rnrad).38 
Bravery factor* 2.5 
Eo (MV /m) 2.14 
Length( cm) 151 
Current (mA) 50 
Transmission 94% 

Emittances( 90%) 
Input 
x-x'(rr cm rnrad) 
y-y'(rr cm rnrad) 
1>-w(rr deg MeV) 
Output 
x-x'(rr em rnrad) 
y-y'(rr em mrad) 
1>-w(rr deg MeV) 

0_0325 
0.0346 
DC 

0.0504 
0.0516 
0.8294 

This design 

.3 
3 
44 
25 
.16 
2.5 
3.74 
100 
50 
94% 

0.0325 
0.0346 
DC 

0.0493 
0.0513 
0.8313 

* bravery factor =. max. surface field/Kilpatrick limit 

Optimization 

Because all the parameters arE' strongly dependent on each 
other, graphical approach is used to optimize the design of the 
acceleration section. Figure 4 shows the length of acceleration 
section (La) using different methods and current limits at the 
end of the gentle buncher (TCL and LCL are equal at end of 
the gentle buncher) as a function of the average radius for an 
RFQ with the following parameters: input energycc 30 ke V, out
put energy = 2.5 Me V, 1>. = -35° to -- 30°, bravery factor=2.5 . 
Curve 1 gives the current limits vs average radius TO. For a 50 
rnA RFQ, a TO of .22.5 em is required which will give the current 
limits of 110 rnA. Curve 2 giVE'S the length of the acceleration 
section, using the conventional method to design this section, 
for this valuE' of TO, La is 114 em (df'llOtpd by p1). Curve :{ gives 
length of acceleration section when the TCL is kept constant 
and equal to its value at end of the gentle bllncher until om' 
has reached a value of 3 and then it is kept constant. Curv(' 
4 gives the value of La when TCL is decreas('d linearly, if it is 
more then twice of the design currnt, until om' has reached a 
value of 3 and then 'm' is kept constant. On the curve .'3, TO of 
.3 cm gives La~72 cm (denoted by p2). The transverse phase 
advances, (TOt, at the end of the HFQ for pI and p2 are 60° 
and 44° respectively. Generally HFQs are followed by drift-tube 
linacs (DTL). The transverse matching of the RFQ to DTL is 
easier if the phase advance per unit length is approximately the 
same in both structures. Becausf' of heam stability considera
tions, the transverse phase advance in the DTL is t.ypically 60° 
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()I less. Thus p2 is a better choice of the average radius TO. A 
conventional design gives, for this value of TO (0.3 cm), La=120 
cm (denoted by p3). The accelerating field strength at p2 is 
3.74 MV 1m which is higher than at pI and p3 (2.14 MV 1m); 
this choice of p2 makes it easier to match the RFQ to the DTL 
in the longitudinal plane. The RFQ acceptance at the pl,p2 and 
p3 are 0.18, 0.15 and 0.38 71" cm mrad respectively. The accep
tance of 0.15 71" cm mTad is acceptable for most of the proton 
and H- ion sources. 

Conclusions 

This new method of designing acceleration section provides 
a higher accelerating field. Consequently RFQs can be designed 
for higher energies in the range of 4 to 5 MeV lamu. This method 
also provides a favorable condition to match RFQ to DTL in 
all planes, while giving the same transmission efficiencies and 
emittances. This work was supported by the U.S. Department 
of Energy under grant No. DE-FG05-87ER40374. 

Special thanks to F.R. Huson and S. Ohnuma for their 
encouragement and R. Kazimi for helpful discussions. 
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Figure 1. TCL alld LCL vs RFQ lenght for the conventional 
rles;17n. 
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Figure 2. TCL and LCL vs RFQ length for this design 
(case 2). 
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Figure 3. x, phase and "nergy pofile for this design 
(case 2). 
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Figure 4. Acceleration section length and current limib 
(at the end of the w>ntk buncher) vs av('rage radius. 
The quantitif's shown in p,nf'nthesis are RFQ length. 
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